An in silico exploration of the neutral network in protein sequence space.
Designating amino-acid sequences that fold into a common main-chain structure as "neutral sequences" for the structure, regardless of their function or stability, we investigated the distribution of neutral sequences in protein sequence space. For four distinct target structures (alpha, beta,alpha/beta and alpha+beta types) with the same chain length of 108, we generated the respective neutral sequences by using the inverse folding technique with a knowledge-based potential function. We assumed that neutral sequences for a protein structure have Z scores higher than or equal to fixed thresholds, where thresholds are defined as the Z score for the corresponding native sequence (case 1) or much greater Z score (case 2). An exploring walk simulation suggested that the neutral sequences mapped into the sequence space were connected with each other through straight neutral paths and formed an inherent neutral network over the sequence space. Through another exploring walk simulation, we investigated contiguous regions between or among the neutral networks for the distinct protein structures and obtained the following results. The closest approach distance between the two neutral networks ranged from 5 to 29 on the Hamming distance scale, showing a linear increase against the threshold values. The sequences located at the "interchange" regions between the two neutral networks have intermediate sequence-profile-scores for both corresponding structures. Introducing a "ball" in the sequence space that contains at least one neutral sequence for each of the four structures, we found that the minimal radius of the ball that is centered at an arbitrary position ranged from 35 to 50, while the minimal radius of the ball that is centered at a certain special position ranged from 20 to 30, in the Hamming distance scale. The relatively small Hamming distances (5-30) may support an evolution mechanism by transferring from a network for a structure to another network for a more beneficial structure via the interchange regions.